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Abstract 

Find study means open and wide-ranging courses via the Internet, in order to 

visualize a proposal for an Arab educational platform MOQ specializing in the field 

of higher education. To achieve this objective, the study was based on the 

descriptive analytical method. Find Me and eating two entrances: 

First entry: my eating it what Mok and its development, and its components and 

principles, and models, and all of its advantages and its problems, and its reality in 

the Arab world, and the efforts of information institutions in Mok, to take OCLC's 

efforts, and IFLA, and NYPL, and IREX 

The theoretical entrance applied to the study has been the cradle, which dealt with: 

the leading models for platforms Mok, are platforms: Coursera, and EDX, and 

Udacity and the application of standards Mok them, in order to stand up to reality, 

and take advantage of them when you visualize platform Mok Arab. 

And it was the most important results: 

Through the application of standards Mok developed by academic partnerships 

Organization, a standard tool for application on the international platforms under 

consideration, from the perspective of the employees of platforms, from learners 

and students, in order to benefit from their potential when implementing the Arab 

podium, showing strong convergence in the results between the three platforms, 

with high degrees approved in general; where the percentage of approval coursera 

platform in the highest percentage average of 91.7%, followed by Yudasata 

platform with an average 91.3%, then the IDEX platform, an average of 90.3%. 

With a consensus between the results and the reality of pallets and marked disparity 

in standards of internal platforms. 

The researcher recommended for: 

The importance of establishing an Arab Mok platform specializing in the field of 

higher education, a vision researcher suggested in her: two thirds, and addressing 

"the perception of the proposed platform Mok Arab specialized in the field of 

higher education", and can benefit from the reality of international platforms. 
 


